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Abstract 
Edward Tufte’s general principles of 

information design can be applied to effective web 
design. This paper discusses how to use micro/macro 
design, layering and separation, small multiples, 
color and information, integration of words and 
images to create effective web sites. 
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Introduction 
Information design-the theory and practice of 

presenting information in a comprehensive, usable, 
and effective manner-is an evolving field with 
ever-expanding boundaries. Nowhere is the need to 
move the boundaries of information design more 
evident than in designing information for the World 
Wide Web. Just as the desktop-publishing movement 
of the 80s meant new practices for producing 
informational documents, so the World Wide Web 
means new practices for distributing information. 
With the phenomenally increasing number of web 
pages appearing on the Internet, web documents may 
soon become the single most used method for 
distributing information. Unfortunately, the 
increased quantity of web sites may not be matched 
by an increased quality of design at those sites. 

A plethora of advice is already being distributed 
on the World Wide Web itself about how to create 
effective web pages, but most of this advice takes a 
“what is hot and what is not” approach. For 
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example, my recent search of the World Wide Web 
for principles of effective information design yielded 
many sites with personal perspectives on how to 
design a web site. These sites included several David 
Letterman-style “Top Ten” approaches to web 
design: “Top Ten Ways to Make a WWW Flop,” 
“Top Ten Things Not to Do on a Web Page,” and 
“Top Ten Ways to Tell If You Have a Such,r Home 
Page.” 

One author suggested that the number one way 
to improve your home page is to “Be Unique!!! Set 
your page apart from others!!! Create your own 
ideas! Go Nuts!” (Glover, http://~~~w.glover.com/ 
sucky.html, April 9,1997). On another web page, 
the author encouraged designers to “create your web 
site however you want, regardless of what some 
dooh says is. . . ‘a don’t’! Good design is a matter 
of YOUR personal taste and style, not someone 
else’s! Besides, rules are meant to be broken. I 
should know. . . I’ve broken a few of my own!” 
@old in the original] (Glover, http://lmmv.glover. 
com/improve.html, October 11, 1996). 

Unfortunately, the quality of web page design 
varies widely according to each author’s skill, 
experience, and understanding of design principles. 
Thus, it isn’t surprising that one popular web site is 
titled, “Useless Pages: An Encyclopedia of Links to 
Terrible Web Sites.” Clearly, many web page 
designers would benefit from an understanding of 
basic principles of information design. 

Objectives of This Paper 
In contrast to the “create your web site however 

you want” philosophy, Edward Tufte argues in his 
book Envisioning Information that principles of 
information design “are universal-like 
mathematics-and are not tied to unique features of 
a particular language or culture” (1990, p. 10). If he 
is right, principles of information design aren’t 
unique to a specific medium and can be applied, not 
only to printed pages, but also to web pages. In this 
paper, I will use Tufte’s information design 
principles to look at web page design. First, I will 
explain Tufte’s general principles of information 
design. Then I will show how these general 
principles underlie many of the practical 
suggestions given by authors of recent books on how 
to create web pages. Finally, I will use these 
principles to evaluate web pages at two web sites. My 
purpose is to show that general principles of 
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inforntation design can be applied to wb documents 
as ~~11 as 10 written documents and can assist web 
dcslgncrs in creating effective web pages. 

Tufte’s Strategies for Envisioning 
information 

Tulle dcscribcs his general principles of 
lnforntation design as strategies for enabling rcadcrs 
to “envision” infortnation--that is. to understand, 
document. and communicate knowledge. Web page 
dcsigncrs sltould be especially interested in stratcgics 
hat enable their readers to understand the 
information on a web page. Tufte argues that tltc 
history of every communication device-including 
web pages. no would assume-is “enlircly a progress 
of mctltods for enhancing dcnsily. complesity. 
dimcnsionality, and even sometimes beauty” (1990. 
p. 33). Furthcrmorc. because readers and creators of 
informalion must cotnmunicatc on the two- 
dimensional “flatland” of the page and video screen, 
tltc goal of the information designer is to help 
rcadcrs cscapc this flatland by working at the 
“tnwrsccGon of itnagc. word. number. [and] art” 
(1990. p. 9). 

Tufw’s benchmark for comtttunicating 
mforntation is the high-quality map, designed with 
an organi;rational ovcnicw and abundant and \ aricd 
derail. In contrast 10 the data-rich visual display of a 
map is \vltat Tuftc calls “chartjunk.” a data-thin 

“postcri/.alion” with contctnpt for both information 
and audtcnce. Posters--nlth tltcir emphasis on 
dominant images. large t>pe. and absence of dctail- 
arc meant 10 be glanced at briefly and from a 
distance. nhcreas maps reveal rich detail and are 
mcanl lo bc read closely (1990. p. 35). 

To help readers avoid chartjunk and 
posreri&on. this paper \vill discuss Tufte’s tnosl 
Itttportattt design principles: micro/macro design, 
layering and separation. small multiples, color and 
tnformalion. and integration of words and images. 

Micro/Macro Design 
Tuflc dclincs micro/macro design as comprising 

micro dclails Ittat “cumulate” or mix into large1 
macro structures or overall patterns (1990. p. 37). He 
argues that micro/macro design is a critical and 
clTcclivc principle of information design that applies 
10 cvcty t)pc of data because it enables readers 10 
understand complex content by giving them an 
ovcwicw w%ile at the same time presenting immense 

detail. By properly arranging and rcpcating dctailcd 
and complcs information. the designer crcatcs an 

overall structure or panorama. Thus. as Tulie 
cntpltasizcs. the micro/macro design strategy is to 

clarify by adding detail (1990. p. 38). Tltosc alto 
worry about clutter and inforntallon o\crload, IIIISS 
the point. “f//l is ml how tn~ich errrp!\~ spce there 
is, hut rather how tt IS r~serl. 11 is trot ho~v ttruch 

rti/orttinlion there is. hul rather how effeclrr-e!\p II I.V 

orgmced” [italics in tltc original] (1990. p. SO). 
Effective micro/macro designs arc “infornta~Ion 
tltick” providing “a riclt tcslurc of tla~. a 
comparative contest. and [an] undcrshnding of 
complexity revcalcd Lvitlt an economy of mca~ts” 
(1990. p. 51). 

Tltis principle of creating a unilicd nticrohacro 

structure applies to web page dcslgn. For csantplc. iI 
underlies statements by Horton. Taylor. lgnacio, ;IItd 
Hofi. coautltors of De Il’eh I’ngc Destgn ~‘ookhooX-, 
that “[l]ltC arrimgcmcnt of clcmcnls on lltc ])ilgC is 
the biggest factor in dclcrmining what pcoplc nolice 
and t-cad-or whether they abandon t11c page and 
surf on to someone else’s page” (1996. p. 403). 
Because vicwcrs set rlrc \vltolc page bcforc IIICJ 
consider the dchils. Horton and coaulhors argue. 
elements of the page 1ttus1 bc dcsigncd 10 acco~ttplrslt 
an ovcrall goal. Furtltcr, tltcy suggcsl designers 
itnprove tltc viewer’s ability lo undcrslattd hc 
overall design of a page by providing consislcnt page 
banners and by usmg a consistent s&lc for a group of 
related pages (1996. p. -l-N>. 

Tltc idea of micro/macro design also undcrlics 
~hc guidclincs tltal Carol Clark provtdcs in Ilbrk-rtt(: 

t/7e Il’eh: =I Sfudettt ‘.s Gu/& 11tal dcslgncrs sltould 

dcline the overall purpose. audicltcc. and objcctIvcs 
for a web site before creating it and should design a 
tcmplatc to provide a unified look for scconclar? 
pages (1996. p. 122). Fuhxntorc, Trlton. 
Stcadntan, and Jones. co:Itltltors of Il~eh Il’emvtrp. 
Destgtlittg ntd~\fnttngttrg on L@clive II’d .S~,re, 

suggest principles of micro/macro design wltcn tltcy 
discuss “big picturc/liltlc piclurc” conccp~s suclt as 
providing the vicwcr with an ovcrvicw ;II lltc lop of 
the page or entry point, linking back 10 Utc ovcnicw. 
and using a unifying theme and consistcnl fornt 

across pages (1996. p. 375). Likcwisc. Morris and 
Hinriclts. autltors of Ili~h P[~ge Dcsrgtr: .A DrJ,Gretr~ 

~ifultitttedia. rcfcr to micro/macro design w1tc11 111c! 
point OUI tltat because of cognitive demands, vIcwcrs 
do not focus on information slntclurcs such as tables. 
groupings, and frames unless tltcy lirsl understand 
the overall purpose of a site ( 1996. 86). The concc]~ 

of tnicrohttacro design also undcrlics lltcir 
suggestions that dcsigncrs Crcalc iI systcnt ovcnie\\ 
that is ahvays accessible. and 1ltat rltcy combal 
cognitive overload by slating IIIC goal of ~IIC silt altd 

by providing a ccnrral lltcrtte or co~tccpl IO wlticlt 
details may be conncctcd (1996. p 10 1). Titus. 
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Tufte’s basic principle of micro/macro is a common 
theme, although described using different 
terminology, in current books on web page design. 

Layering and Separation 
Tufte defines layering as visually strati@ing or 

ordering data thereby establishing a proper 
relationship among types of information. The 
purpose of layering is to create a visual hierarchy, 
emphasizing more important content and de- 
emphasizing less important content. ln addition, 
Tufte argues, designers should separate layers of 
information by means of distinctions of tex$ure, 
weight, shape, value, size, or color. Failure to layer 
and separate information effectively, he warns, 
results in “jumbled up, blurry, incoherent, [and] 
chaotic” designs (1990, p. 58). 

This principle of layering and separation is also 
emphasized in a variety of ways in current books on 
creating web pages. For example, Tilton and 
coauthors suggest that designers order information 
using tables of contents, searchable indexes, and 
What’s New buttons that use a reverse chronological 
ordering (1996, p. 365). In addition, they urge 
designers to provide viewers with a clear, consistent 
navigation structure such as “main roads” 
(recommended destinations) and “scenic paths” (side 
trails and divergences) (1996, p. 368). One way to 
prevent screens of scrolling texT or myriads of muhi- 
directional links, they suggest, is to organize content 
into meaningful classifications using keywords or 
concepts (1996, p. 375). 

The concept of layering underlies Clark’s 
suggestion that designers use a visual outline to plan 
which main categories of information belong on the 
page and then to organize those categories into a 
logical structure that can be linked together (1996, 
p, 124). Her encouragement to use space as a design 
element, to use headings to group information, and 
to put important elements in the top Iefi and lower 
right parts of the screen to allow readers to skim the 
page (1996, p. 128) are also attempts to visually 
stratify information. 

Layering and separation principles underlie 
suggestions by Horton and coauthors to divide web 
pages into blocks of information or distinct zones for 
a particular kind of information using horizontal 
ruIes, swashes, and breaks to make navigating and 
reading web pages more predictable (1996, p. 405). 
Layering and separation is also the result of Morris 
and Himichs’ recommendation to break content into 
chunks, group like items together, visually organize 
data, and put the “most important content in the first 
300 vertical pixels of a page” (1996, p. 62). Layering 

and separation also underlies their recommendation 
that designers divide pages into foreground 
(attention grabbing), background (foundation), and 
middleground (organization and structure) and keep 
foreground items such as blinking text, animation, 
and marquees to a minimum (1996, p. SO). 

It is diEcult to tell whether these authors are 
consciously or inadvertently adopting Tufte’s general 
principle of layering and separation. It may be 
possible that Tufte’s principies are intuitive to many 
designers or that he is describing an accepted and 
much-used convention used in advertising design. 
Nevertheless, Tufte’s principle underscores some of 
the advice currently being given to prospective web 
page designers. 

Small Multiples 
Tufte defines his principle of small multiples as 

using data-thick “slices” of information to offer 
variations on a major theme. Resembling the frames 
of a movie, small multiples are repeated or 
juxtiposed to allow users to-at a glance-compare 
changes, see differences among objects, or view 
alternatives (1990, p. 67). For esample, interior 
designers use similar shaped frames to emphasize a 
series of pictures on a wall. By keeping a data frame 
consistent, Tufte argues, designers can isolate detail, 
maintain contex?, and emphasize changes in the data 
rather than changes in design (1983, p. 170). 

One aspect of this design principle-keeping 
comparisons “within the reader’s view” (Tufte, 
1990, p. 76)-is especially difficult in web page 
design, but applying the principle of small multiples 
can overcome this problem. For example, Morris and 
Himichs urge designers to break content into 
manageable chunks or clusters of five to seven items 
and to repeat icons, symbols, and menus to assist 
viewers in comprehending information (1996, p. 9s). 
Clark also suggests that designers use multiples in 
the form of navigational devices, such as small 
arrows, icons, and links that are repeated throughout 
a web site (1996, p. 134). Tilton and coauthors 
suggest that designers use a small repeated motif or 
corporate logo in addition to repeating a color 
scheme and page background (1996, p. 369), in 
order to maintain a consistent design. 

Color and Information 
Tufte argues that tying color to information is 

another elementary and straightforward principle of 
information design. But, he warns, it isn’t easy. 
“[Elven putting a good color in a good place is a 
complex matter. Indeed, so diicult and subtle that 
avoiding catastrophe becomes the first principle in 
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bringing color to information: elbow all, do 110 
harm” [italics in the original ] (1990. p. 8 1). Color 
has several fundamental uses in information design. 
Tufte notes. They are “to label (color as noun). to 
waxwe (color as quantity), lo represenf or imrtafe 
realicv (color as representation), and to enliver or 

decorate (color as beauty)” [italics in the original] 

(1990, p. 81). In addition, he suggests that strong 
colors should be used sparingly as spots against a 
light gray or dull background tone and that designers 
be aware that light, bright colors mixed with white 
nest to each other distort the visual field (1990, p. 
83). Thus, Ttie urges designers to use earth tones 
and lighter colors of blue, yellow, and gray. Finally, 
hc argues that color can be used to improve the 
information resolution of a computer screen, first bj 
softening the bright-white background and secondly 
by defining lines and edges (1990. p. 90). 

Use of color is especially important in web page 

design. Clark urges designers to use color with 
restraint and to only use colors that are easy on the 
eyes (1990. p. 129). Morris and Hinrichs suggest 
using color to show the structure of various layers of 
Information. Using the right background color can 
be the “masterstroke” of a web site. they say. so 
designers should use a color scheme that makes 
reading test easy and also be aware that strong 
colors or bizarre color combinations can obscure 
content. In addition, they tell designers to be 
prepared for different cultural interpretations of color 
(1996, p. 92). For example, the color red doesn’t 
communicate a warning in all cultures. Likewise. 

Horton and coauthors urge designers to use a 
background color to make the page look interesting. 
He also warns, however, that tiled, textured, or 
brightly colored backgrounds may make test illegible 
(1996. p. 440). 

Although these authors of web page design 
promote the use of color in a medium that provides 
for much color, they also suggest using color 
effectively is a difficult matter and that strong colors 
should bc used sparingly. 

Integrating Words and Images 
The principle of integrating words and images 

lies at the heart of information design. Tufte argues. 
because bringing together words and images enables 
the designer to tell a story. Although words and 
mlagcs are different dcviccs, he notes, they have a 
single purpose-to effectively present 
information-and therefore must be integrated. 

Separating text and graphics. even on the same page. 
can burden the viewer with the task of associating 
and linking the separate elements (1990, p. 116). On 

the other hand, when dcsigncrs intcgratc test and 
figures, the reader can readily interact with and 
understand the information. Furthcrmorc. focusing 
on content cnablcs the designer to avoid dccorativc 
chartjunk. Tuftc warns dcsigncrs that cosmetic 

decoration should never be used to make up for lack 
of content (1990. p. 35). 

Authors of books on creating web pages also 
acknowledge that integrating words and images is 
important in web page design. For esamplc, Clark 
urges dcsigncrs to seek a balance bctwccn visual 
sensation and test information. Bccausc rcadcrs arc 
looking for content. she warns, pages that arc simply 
flashy color aren’t satisfying. Dcsigncrs should WC 
test. as well as graphical navigation buttons. to assist 
viewers in navigating a web page (1996, p. 132). 
Morris and Hinrichs point out that relationships or 
associations bctwcen information is what dctcrmincs 
whether a site is a well rounded and useful. The} 

urge dcsigncrs to keep attention-grabbing test to a 
minimum and to arrange test using principles 
similar to those for arranging test on the printed 
page; namely, to USC both uppercase and lowcrcasc 
letters and to use well-written. minimalistic test and 
links in the middlcground (1996. p. 89). Tilton and 
coauthors suggest providing contest for linked pages 
by means of explanatory test or visually associating 
the link with the subject of the document as a whole 
(1996, p. 344). Horton and coauthors urge dcsigncrs 
to provide testual descriptions of graphics by flowing 
test around graphics. using tables to position test 
and graphics togcthcr. and by combining test and 
graphics in page banners to orient the vicwcr to the 
purpose and content of the page ( 1996, p. 4 1). 

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Web Pages 
Because Tufte’s principles of mformation design 

underlie so much of other authors suggestions for 
creating web pages. his principles regarding 
micro/macro design. layering and separation. small 
multiples. color and information, and integration of 
words and images can be used to cvaluatc the 
effectiveness of web pages. Using Tuftc’s principles. 
I will now analyze two sample how pages. Thcsc 
pages, created for different purposes and audicnccs. 
also differ in their style and design. 

Figure 1 shows the ho~llc page of wclis F;lrgO 

Bank (llttp://\~?~~~f.\~cllsfnrgo.conl. June 9. 1997). 
Designers have crcatcd micro/macro design by using 
the name of the company and an image of their 
familiar stagecoach logo to immcdiatcly provide the 
viewer with an overview of the purpose of the web 
page. In addition, page hcadcrs not o~lly provide the 
reader lvith rccommendcd navigational links for 



finding details about online banking, personal 
finance, small business, commercial banking, and 
international trade, but also inform the viewer of the 
structure of the web site. Button icons also show the 
structure of the web site as well as provide access to 
other information sites. Images are detailed and tie 
in to the overall theme of the site. 

The overall structure of the page is repeated 
when the user scrolls to links at the bottom of the 
page, A consistent design and style-conservative 
and formal-is employed on subsequent pages (see 
Figure 2). Notice that the Wells Fargo name and 
page headers are repeated in the banners of each 
page, and that navigation buttons are provided to 
allow the viewer to quickly return to the initial page, 
send e-mail, conduct a search, or receive help. 

Layering is obtained on this web page by using a 
hierarchy of headings that vary according to size and 
weight, as shown in Figure 3. Designers have 
grouped related text into brief “chunks” of 
information that can be read quickly. Information is 
further separated using horizontal and vertical lines, 
tables, bulleted lists, call-outs (in the form of a “Did 
you Know” checklist), and shading. Visual scan 
zones along the left side and bottom of the page 
enable viewers to quickly access information about 
other innovative products and services or locate 
other tools and information. 

Small multiples or repeated shapes in the form 
of navigation buttons appear next to the point of 
entrance to a page (see Figure 3). The consistent 
shape, size, and placement of navigation buttons and 
icons makes them easy to find and use. In addition, 
viewers can focus on the detail within the icons 
themselves rather than on the shape of the icon. 
Although it is not apparent in the black and white 
figures of this publication, designers use bright color 
sparingly throughout the web page: blue test 
indicates hyperlinks, yellow adds perspective and 
dimension within detailed images, and yellow 
defines the edges of the call-out. The light 
background color scheme softens the page and 
makes the text easy to read. The text appears directly 
above, below, or to the side of images, and marquee 
text appears only on a small strip in the middle of 
the initial page. 

In contrast to the Wells Fargo home page, the 
Volkswagen home page (http://www.vw.com, June 
9, 1997) is more lively and informal (see Figure 4). 
More importantly, the Volkswagen web page fails to 
incorporate Tufte’s design principles. 

Whereas the micro/macro structure of the Wells 
Fargo page was obvious, the micro/macro structure 
of the Volkswagen initial page and web site is less 

apparent. For example, although the Volkswagen 
logo appears, its use is incidental and the logo is 
nearly overwhelmed by the “Welcome” heading in 
the banner. In addition, the relationship between the 
images (a bicycle and a biker) and Volkswagen isn’t 
immediately apparent, so viewers may be confused 
about the purpose of the page. Icons on the left side 
of the page are presented as headings and ez;plained 
on the right side of the page; however, they provide 
no overall sense of the structure of the web site. In 
addition, a What’s New hyperlink at the top of the 
page appears to be subordinate to the icons on the 
left of the page and is given equal or greater 
importance at the right side of the page. 

Although the design and style of the 
Volkswagen web pages remain consistent-breezy 
and informal-with page headers appearing on each 
page, the banner “Volkswagen Trek” in Figure 5 
gives no indication of how this individual page fits 
into the overall organization of the site. Thus, 
readers may have diEiculty remembering where they 
are in relation to the initial home page. This probIem 
is magnified because there are no navigation buttons 
on each page to return directly to the initial page. 

Moreover, in Figure 5, the designers have 
separated information using a stationary frame on 
the left side and dotted vertical lines on the right. 
Unfortunately, this adds horizontal scrolling to 
vertical scrolling but doesn’t layer the information. 
More important information is indicated solely by 
the use of bolding text within the center section and 
adding headings to the test at the right of the page. 

Another problem with each page is that the 
icons have inconsistent shapes and sizes. The 
placement of the ted around the icons is also 
inconsistent, sometimes appearing to the left and 
sometimes appearing to the right of the icon. 
Furthermore, although it is not apparent in the black 
and white figures of this publication, designers have 
used bright, bold colors throughout the web pages. 
Although this may appeal to the younger audience 
for which the site is intended, it can make the test 
diicult to read in the banners and left frame, and 
can cause a fuzzy edge around some images. 

The Volkswagen site does contain several 
examples of effective design according to Tufte’s 
principles. For esample, detailed images of cars (see 
Figure 6) add interest and entice the viewer to 
examine the page further. Designers integrate visuals 
and text to create a feeling of motion and energy by 
rotating the image and wrapping text around it. In 
addition, short, choppy sentences and bolding of only 
part of a sentence, (see Figure 5) add to an overall 
sense of action and excitement. 
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Conclusion 
Edward Tufte may not have had web pages 

specifically in mind when he developed his 

principles for envisioning information, but a perusal 
of books written for web page designers clearly 
reveals Tufte’s principles. In addition, Tufte’s 
concepts of micro/macro design, layering and 
separation. small multiples. color and information, 
and integration of words and images provide a 
means of evaluating the effectiveness of the web 
pages in conveying information. Although this paper 
has examined only two web sites to illustrate T&c’s 
design principles, the World Wide Web offers a 
incshaustible source of examples for teaching 
students and professionals about effective web page 
design. 
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&u-e 1. Wells Fargo Home Page. 

Figure 2. Web page design showing layering and separation of information and visual 
scan zones. 
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Figure 3. Web page design showing layering and separation of information and visual 
scan zones. 
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Figure 4. Volkswagen Home Page. 



Figure 5. Web page with confising macro/micro structure. 
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Figure 6. Web page with large areas of bold, bright colors. 
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